Spin switch in iron phthalocyanine on Au(111) surface by hydrogen adsorption.
The manipulation of spin states at the molecular scale is of fundamental importance for the development of molecular spintronic devices. One of the feasible approaches for the modification of a molecular spin state is through the adsorption of certain specific atoms or molecules including H, NO, CO, NH3, and O2. In this paper, we demonstrate that the local spin state of an individual iron phthalocyanine (FePc) molecule adsorbed on an Au(111) surface exhibits controllable switching by hydrogen adsorption, as evidenced by using first-principles calculations based on density functional theory. Our theoretical calculations indicate that different numbers of hydrogen adsorbed at the pyridinic N sites of the FePc molecule largely modify the structural and electronic properties of the FePc/Au(111) composite by forming extra N-H bonds. In particular, the adsorption of one or up to three hydrogen atoms induces a redistribution of charge (spin) density within the FePc molecule, and hence a switching to a low spin state (S = 1/2) from an intermediate spin state (S = 1) is achieved, while the adsorption of four hydrogen atoms distorts the molecular conformation by increasing Fe-N bond lengths in FePc and thus breaks the ligand field exerted on the Fe 3d orbitals via stronger hybridization with the substrate, leading to an opposite switching to a high-spin state (S = 2). These findings obtained from the theoretical simulations could be useful for experimental manipulation or design of single-molecule spintronic devices.